
Understanding Drawing 
Issues
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Light & Shade
The farther a cast shadow is from the object the lighter 
and softer and less defined becomes its edges. Form 
shadow: A form shadow is the less defined dark side 
on an object not facing the light source. Form shadows 
are subtle shadows, but they are essential for creating 

the illusion of volume, mass and depth.













Rendering of 
form

Rendering in visual art and technical drawingmeans the 
process of formulating, adding color, shading, and 

texturing of an image. It can also be used to describe the 
quality of execution of that process







Composition

In the visual arts, pertaining to 
the arrangement of a work’s 
visual elements and dynamic 
phenomena into a balanced 

and unified whole for an 
intended expressive purpose. 













Surface 
Manipulation

Creating a variety of textures.

Working with different types of 
surfaces and incorporating them 
into your work. 













Illusion of Depth
can be defined as the illusion of space or depth(3 
dimensions) produced on a flat, 2 dimensional surfaces, 
also called the picture plane. *Perspective is a 
mechanical device for obtaining the illusion of 3 
dimensions

1. Overlapping
2. Shading
3. Size and scale
4. Perspective
5. Value changes
6. Position
7. Including, background, middle 

ground, and foreground



Types of perspective
● 1 and 2 point perspective
● foreshortening
●



Value
● Atmospheric perspective: as objects move farther away they become lighter
● Objects in the distance have less detail
● As objects move closer to the front/ foreground they become stronger in value
● As objects move closer to the foreground they become sharper and more 

detailed. 











Mark Making
Mark making is a term used to describe the different 
lines, patterns, and textures we create in an artwork. It 
applies to any art material(s) we use on any 
surface(s), not only paint on canvas or pencil on 
paper.








